Pathfinder light load

All training and airborne operations will be conducted in accordance with FM The U. The th IR
also oversees the doctrine and operation of the U. Army Airborne School and the U. Army
Jumpmaster School. According to a Army Times article from November of , a spokesman from
the U. The modern U. Army Pathfinders are an elite force making up less than. Their primary
mission is to infiltrate areas and set up parachute drop zones and helicopter landing zones for
airborne and air assault missions. The Pathfinders were created in World War II when American
paratrooper units needed a way to mark areas and guide aircraft to a specific spot. Early
airborne operations resulted in scattered drops up to seven miles from the target. Darkness and
inclement weather made it extremely difficult for aircraft to find the drop zone. An elite force
would go in prior to the main assault with visual and electronic signaling devices to guide
aircraft to the drop zone and gliders to their landing zones. Their first use in combat was 13
September during combat jumps into Italy. WWII-era Pathfinders are most remembered for their
jump into Normandy during the invasion of on June 6th , when they led the way for Allied forces
into Europe. They were employed throughout Southern France, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Germany in the course of Allied airborne operations until the end of the war in Europe. They
were also used in the Pacific theater with the 11th Airborne Division during the liberation of the
Philippines. The Vietnam War saw the largest use of Pathfinders due to the developments of
helicopter insertion and resupply which were pioneered by the 11th Air Assault Division Test.
Nearly every Army aviation battalion had a Pathfinder detachment and deployed them on nearly
every mission. In the late s through the Army started inactivating its pathfinder units in the
belief those skills could be learned by regular troops attending Air Assault School and by
individuals within the unit who were pathfinder qualified. Operations during the Panama
invasion and the Gulf War showed that Pathfinders were an important factor in successful
airborne operations and the Army needed more of them. The st Airborne Division Air Assault ,
which had retained a pathfinder unit during and after the Vietnam War, expanded its existing
company and raised a second in by converting its long range surveillance detachment LRSD
into another pathfinder company, giving each of its two aviation brigades a company. From a
high of five pathfinder companies in the past decade, a reduction began with the 15 May
inactivation of the th Combat Aviation Brigade in the st Airborne Division, which included the
brigade's pathfinder company. At this point the division assumed the same organizational
structure as the 10th Mountain Division, a light infantry unit. In the summer of the provisional
pathfinder company in the 25th Infantry Division was inactivated, followed by the inactivation on
2 August of the remaining pathfinder company in the st Airborne Division in a ceremony at Fort
Campbell, and then the provisional company in the 10th Mountain Division by October All
applicants must have passed a valid physical examination within five years, have a minimum
profile of , have no speech impediment, have passed the APFT within the last six months and
meet the Army height and weight standards IAW AR Applicants must have six months of
service remaining on active duty upon completion of the course. Attendance is restricted to
Officers in the following Control Branches :. Other Services: Active and reserve U. Marine Corps
officers in the grades of Oâ€”1 through Oâ€”3 and enlisted personnel in the grades of Eâ€”4
through Eâ€”7 in logistics and combat arms may attend. Active and reserve U. Foreign
Students: This course is releasable to military students from foreign countries on a case by
case basis. Units sponsoring Foreign Students must ensure they meet all course prerequisites
prior to reporting for Pathfinder training. Student will in-process and receive pathfinder
orientation. Students will begin learning sling load nomenclature, air craft capabilities and sling
load theory. Pathfinder students will identify nomenclature, air capabilities and deficiencies
verbatim. A test of 4 different sling loads will be conducted where each Pathfinder student will
clearly define each deficiency found. Students will understand the 8 selection factors for
selecting a drop zone and the duties and responsibilities of the drop zone support team leader
DZSTL. Students will demonstrate proficiency in all areas of pathfinder operations and meet all
graduation requirements. The Col. Robert L. Howard Award is awarded to the Distinguished
Honor Graduate DHG of the Pathfinder class, with the highest overall grade point average with
first time "gos" in every event. The title of Instructor of the Cycle will be awarded to the
instructor that the students and Instructors vote had the greatest positive impact throughout
the course of training. The selection will be approved by the HHC th company commander and
first sergeant. Instructors at the U. Army Pathfinder School are the famed and feared "Black
Hats," named for the black baseball caps they wear as a part of their garrison uniform. The
Black Hat is a symbol of expertise, awarded to Airborne, Jumpmaster and Pathfinder instructors
who are certified to teach others how to properly conduct airborne operations. Pathfinders
students are drawn primarily from the U. Army, but its sister services send students as well. For
all prospective students, an assignment in a billet requiring pathfinder skills is generally
required. In the Army, prospective students would most likely be assigned to pathfinder units,

like those found in the st, 10th Mountain and 82nd Airborne. In the U. Navy , U. Air Force and U.
Marine Corps, prospective students would most likely be assigned to a unit conducting drop
zone operations, helicopter operations or special operations units. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified
because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by
introducing more precise citations. October Learn how and when to remove this template
message. A pathfinder directs an inbound aircraft onto a drop zone at Fort Bragg , North
Carolina. Overview of what is learned at the U. Army Pathfinder School. Play media. Last Out.
National Pathfinder Association, 25 May Hidden categories: Articles lacking in-text citations
from October All articles lacking in-text citations Articles with hAudio microformats.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. United States.
United States Army. Military training. Fort Benning , Georgia. Army Pathfinder School Play
media. Encumbrance comes in two parts: encumbrance by armor and encumbrance by total
weight. Doing so is most important when your character is trying to carry some heavy object. A
medium or heavy load counts as medium or heavy armor for the purpose of abilities or skills
that are restricted by armor. Carrying a light load does not encumber a character. If your
character is wearing armor , use the worse figure from armor or from load for each category. Do
not stack the penalties. Lifting and Dragging : A character can lift as much as his maximum load
over his head. A character can lift as much as double his maximum load off the ground, but he
or she can only stagger around with it. While overloaded in this way, the character loses any
Dexterity bonus to AC and can move only 5 feet per round as a full-round action. A character
can generally push or drag along the ground as much as five times his maximum load.
Favorable conditions can double these numbers, and bad circumstances can reduce them by
half or more. Quadrupeds can carry heavier loads than bipeds can. The table below provides
reduced speed figures for all base speeds from 5 feet to feet in 5-foot increments. Not seeing
the embedded content above? Open it in a new window. Toggle navigation. Patreon Supporters.
Pathfinder Tires is a private label brand, and its tires are manufactured by the Korean company,
Kumho Tires. The Korean manufacturer is known for its high-quality designs rendered through
extensive research and development. The tires are sold through Discount tires stores located all
over the United States, and their online portal DiscountDirect. Having its own truck tire line for
the budget segment is very lucrative. Consider reading our Pathfinder Tires review to inform
yourself of the benefits offered by each tire. Why Buy Pathfinder Tires? A reason to consider
purchasing a Pathfinder tire is how inexpensive its tires are. Its tires are intended as
replacement options for drivers that are on a budget. It is unreasonable to expect performance
levels on par with premium or even mid-range tires. Its tires offer good build quality with above
average performance increases. Drivers cannot expect to turn at high speeds or have precision
steering but can expect capable and consistent mobility without the fear of your vehicle slipping
and losing control. The light truck tires manufactured by the brand offer a great blend of
on-road and off-road driving capabilities, offering a great value proposition. Design Features.
Truck tires must be strong enough to withstand the load of the vehicle, as well as the bumps
and cracks on road surfaces. The tread is comprised of ridges and tapered grooves that
self-clean in an effort to preserve tire tread life. Pathfinder tires provide stability at high-speeds
by designing its tires with solid center ribs. The wide circumferential grooves channel water
away from the contact patch to ensure tires remain dry, and brake capably. Pathfinder All
Terrain. Skip to content. Pathfinder Tire Reviews Last modified Sep. Affordability A reason to
consider purchasing a Pathfinder tire is how inexpensive its tires are. Price to Performance
Ratio It is unreasonable to expect performance levels on par with premium or even mid-range
tires. Design Features Durability Truck tires must be strong enough to withstand the load of the
vehicle, as well as the bumps and cracks on road surfaces. Handling Pathfinder tires provide
stability at high-speeds by designing its tires with solid center ribs. Privacy Policy. Do Not Sell
My Data. Manage Consent. Armor and Encumbrance for Other Base Speeds. Smashing an
Object Breaking Items. Unspoiled wilderness and uncharted lands represent an opportunity for
exploration and the discovery of ancient secrets, lost treasures, natural wonders, and the
remote lairs of terrible beasts. As exciting as exploring wilderness can be, the fact that there are
no city streets or dungeon walls to guide choices can make running exploration in uncharted
wilds a challenge. The rules presented in this section can be used when a group enters such
uncharted lands to discover what lies within, and at your discretion can serve as an expansion
on the rules for exploration. Brief definitions of terms used in this section are listed below. Note
that while gazetteers, maps, research, and rumors can grant bonus Discovery Points for a
region even before the PCs set foot within the wild, inaccurate information gleaned from such
sources can penalize the accumulation of Discovery Points. Exploration checks are typically

Survival checks, though unusual territories may require other specialized skills. A character can
attempt an exploration check using Perception in place of the required skill with a â€”5 penalty.
Each location has a discovery score equal to the number of Discovery Points required to find
the location. Territory : Territories are discrete geographic areas with defined boundaries. These
can be political borders or geographical transitions. In either case, each territory has its own
Challenge Rating, which determines the danger of wandering monsters in the territory as well
as the DC for exploration checks to earn Discovery Points. Way Sign : Way signs are events,
objects, or terrain features that give a hint to find a location. Discovering a way sign, either by
stumbling across one in the wild such as by reaching a vantage point that gives an excellent
view of the lay of the land, or by stumbling across an old road sign or by researching a region
beforehand such as by consulting gazetteers, maps, or the rumor mill , can grant bonus
Discovery Points or reveal the existence of previously unknown locationsâ€”but some way
signs may be inaccurate or misleading. Typically, explorers come to a territory to seek out a
specific location within its reaches. Sometimes they know of multiple locations reputed to lie
within the region and needs only find them. Other times, some or all the locations remain
unknown until the explorers stumble across them or find clues as a result of their investigations
in the territory. In either case, before explorers can discover a location, they must first
accumulate enough Discovery Points either by succeeding at exploration checks or by correctly
interpreting way signs. Once the explorers reach the territory in question, they can begin
exploration and discovery. Their efforts result in the accumulation of Discovery Points, which
they can spend to discover locations, and in finding way signs, which provide additional
Discovery Points and sometimes also reveal the existence of further locations to be discovered.
Discovery Points earned in a given territory are tied to that territory; the PCs cannot apply
points earned in one territory to a new territory. At the start of each day, each character must
decide if she will spend the day documenting the territory, exploring, seeking a location, or
taking another action such as crafting magic items, guarding a campsite, resting, or the like.
Only the first three optionsâ€”documenting, exploring, and seeking a locationâ€”directly
contribute to the exploration process. Uncovering way signs can also contribute to the process,
but the actions required to earn Discovery Points via way signs vary widely and depend on the
way signs in question. Documenting : The character spends the day mapping the territory or
recording its features in a gazetteer and can attempt one skill check for each day spent
documenting. Exploring : The character spends the day exploring the territory. An exploration
check is usually a Survival check, but in some unusual regions or circumstances, it could
require another skill check. A character can always attempt an exploration check using the
Perception skill, but doing so is more difficult since this represents a more generalized method
of exploration, and the player attempting a Perception -based exploration check takes a â€”5
penalty on the roll as a result. If the character succeeds at the exploration check, she earns 1
Discovery Point for the group, plus 1 additional point for every 5 points by which the result of
the check exceeds the DC. Seeking a Location : If the PCs wish to seek out a location, they can
do so by spending Discovery Points at the start of the day. If the PCs want to attempt to
uncover an unknown location at random, they choose how many Discovery Points from their
total that they want to spend. Once the points are spent, divide the total spent in half, then
compare that result to the discovery scores of all the locations in the territory. If any of those
locations have a discovery score lower than that total, the PCs discover one of those locations
chosen at random if more than one location is a potential discovery. If none of the locations
have a discovery score lower than that total, the group recovers half the Discovery Points they
spent, but the other half is lost. Uncovering Way Signs : Every way sign the characters uncover
has an associated skill check with a DC determined by the complexity of the way sign. The
amount of time necessary to interpret a given way sign varies; some checks can be attempted
with an insignificant time expenditure such as recalling information about a territory using a
Knowledge skill , while some require significant time to complete like translating ancient texts
or visiting a nearby settlement to gather information , which takes away from time spent
documenting, exploring, or seeking a location. On a successful skill check, the PCs earn
Discovery Points for the territory to which the way sign is linked. A simple way sign grants 1
Discovery Point, a moderately complex way sign grants 3 Discovery Points, and a complex way
sign grants 5 Discovery Points. This can result in negative values. The PCs can attempt to
interpret a way sign multiple times, but once they have successfully interpreted it, further
attempts do not grant additional Discovery Points. Careful Exploration : Some groups might
choose to explore more slowly and methodically in order to make a more careful search. This
allows the group to attempt one extra exploration check for each day spent in careful
exploration, but it limits the total number of Discovery Points that can be gained to 1 a character
using careful exploration cannot earn additional Discovery Points by exceeding the DC by 5 or

more. Typically, careful exploration can be performed only if the terrain is relatively clear and
free of obstructions. The GM is free to limit this option if she believes that a slow search would
not garner much benefit due to the terrain. Darkness : Unless the explorer has darkvision or
another ability to see in darkness , he takes a â€”4 penalty on exploration checks he attempts
when some but at most half of the hours spent exploring that day occur after nightfall.
Explorers take a â€”8 penalty on checks attempted when more than half of the hours spent
exploring occur after nightfall. Extending the Day : A day of exploration typically takes 8 hours;
the rest of each day is assumed to be split between 8 hours of rest and 8 hours spent eating,
making and breaking camp, relaxing, and the like. Weather : Inclement weather hampers
exploration checks if it is the predominant weather of a given exploration period. For example,
the PCs would take a â€”1 penalty in the case of light fog or light rain, but a â€”10 penalty in the
case of a blizzard or hurricane. Finding a location is often its own reward, but given the time,
energy, and sometimes the resources needed to successfully conduct an exploration, you
should consider the following additional rewards for parties that successfully discover all of the
locations hidden in a territory. Maps and Gazetteers : The successful completion of a map or
gazetteer can generate a monetary reward if the PCs sell their hard work back in civilization. The
steps listed below present all the information you need to generate territories for your PCs to
explore. Though most exploration checks use the Survival skill, you can assign a different skill
for particularly unusual or magical territories for example, exploring a complex extraplanar
library might require a Knowledge check, while exploring the mindscape of a slumbering god in
which the PCs are trapped could require a Sense Motive check. Exploration check DCs are
intended to be moderately difficult. Characters who are heavily invested in the relevant skill for
a given check should have a reasonable chance of success, while those who are not adept with
the necessary skills are in danger of leading the PCs off track by providing erroneous
information or misinterpreting way signs. Often, characters who lack the relevant skills for a
particular exploration are better off using their abilities for other tasks or helping more skillful
PCs via the aid another action. In some cases, you need to design only a single locationâ€”the
focus and eventual goal of the exploration. Each location should be something memorable and
significant. Finding a location should grant a reward such as a supernatural enhancement,
valuable treasure, or a way sign , or that location should be an adventure site. Locations can be
as simple as a stash of ancient pirate treasure or as complex as a lost city harboring ancient
magic and technological mysteries. Each location in a territory needs its own discovery score.
An obvious location such as a large castle or a humanoid army camp should have an initial
discovery score of 3, while a more obscure location such as a single house or a cave entrance
should have an initial discovery score of 6. Way signs provide information about the territory
and, if correctly interpreted, can provide bonus Discovery Points. A way sign could be as simple
as a vantage point that offers a glimpse of a location from a distance or a hidden path toward a
sought-after goal, or it might itself be a reward for finding a location. Each way sign should have
a trigger that results in its discovery by the party, be it attempting to recall lore about a region,
gathering information in a nearby settlement, using flight to scout the lay of the land, or
uncovering an old map or journal discussing the region. Each way sign should also have an
associated skill check and DC to successfully gain information or interpret the clue. A short
table of a half-dozen or so potential encounters is enough. You can even tie encounters to
exploration checks, with a result of a natural 1 on such a check indicating a random encounter.
Feel free to adjust the frequency of these checks and the chance of a random encounter
occurring as best suits your game. Keep in mind that too many random encounters and
wandering monsters can slow down the progression of your plot and can frustrate players.
Suppose the PCs have learned of a great evil rising in a hidden temple in the arid hills
surrounding gnoll -held territories. You might also include a few other adventure sites in the
region for the PCs to seek out and way signs to help them get a jump on locating these sites.
Your notes on White Canyon might end up looking like the following. Arid hills ruled by
bickering gnoll tribes and stalked by desert beasts and ghuls. Rumors A successful DC 15
Diplomacy check to gather information in a nearby settlement can reveal information about the
region. Reconnaissance via Flight A character who spends at least 30 minutes flying above the
region and then succeeds at a DC 20 Perception check spots landmarks and gets the lay of the
land. Encumbrance comes in two parts: encumbrance by armor and encumbrance by total
weight. Doing so is most important when your character is trying to carry some heavy object. A
medium or heavy load counts as medium or heavy armor for the purpose of abilities or skills
that are restricted by armor. Carrying a light load does not encumber a character. If your
character is wearing armor , use the worse figure from armor or from load for each category. Do
not stack the penalties. Lifting and Dragging : A character can lift as much as his maximum load
over his head. A character can lift as much as double his maximum load off the ground, but he

or she can only stagger around with it. While overloaded in this way, the character loses any
Dexterity bonus to AC and can move only 5 feet per round as a full-round action. A character
can generally push or drag along the ground as much as five times his maximum load.
Favorable conditions can double these numbers, and bad circumstances can reduce them by
half or more. Quadrupeds can carry heavier loads than bipeds can. Table: Armor and
Encumbrance for Other Base Speeds provides reduced speed figures for all base speeds from 5
feet to feet in 5-foot increments. Tactical movement is used for combat. A character who moves
his speed and takes some action is hustling for about half the round and doing something else
the other half. Hampered Movement : Difficult terrain, obstacles, and poor visibility can hamper
movement see Table: Hampered Movement for details. When movement is hampered, each
square moved into usually counts as two squares, effectively reducing the distance that a
character can cover in a move. If more than one hampering condition applies, multiply all
additional costs that apply. This is a specific exception to the normal rule for doubling. In such
a case, you may use a full-round action to move 5 feet 1 square in any direction, even
diagonally. Hustle : A character can hustle without a problem on the local scale. See Overland
Movement, below, for movement measured in miles per hour. Run : A character can run for a
number of rounds equal to his Constitution score on the local scale without needing to rest. See
Combat for rules covering extended periods of running. Characters covering long distances
cross-country use overland movement. Overland movement is measured in miles per hour or
miles per day. A day represents 8 hours of actual travel time. For rowed watercraft, a day
represents 10 hours of rowing. For a sailing ship, it represents 24 hours. Walk : A character can
walk 8 hours in a day of travel without a problem. Walking for longer than that can wear him out
see Forced March , below. Hustle : A character can hustle for 1 hour without a problem. Hustling
for a second hour in between sleep cycles deals 1 point of nonlethal damage, and each
additional hour deals twice the damage taken during the previous hour of hustling. A character
who takes any nonlethal damage from hustling becomes fatigued. Eliminating the nonlethal
damage also eliminates the fatigue. Attempts to run and rest in cycles effectively work out to a
hustle. Terrain : The terrain through which a character travels affects the distance he can cover
in an hour or a day see Table: Terrain and Overland Movement. A highway is a straight, major,
paved road. A road is typically a dirt track. A trail is like a road, except that it allows only
single-file travel and does not benefit a party traveling with vehicles. Trackless terrain is a wild
area with no paths. Forced March : In a day of normal walking, a character walks for 8 hours.
The rest of the daylight time is spent making and breaking camp, resting, and eating. A
character can walk for more than 8 hours in a day by making a forced march. If the check fails,
the character takes 1d6 points of nonlethal damage. A character who takes any nonlethal
damage from a forced march becomes fatigued. Mounted Movement : A mount bearing a rider
can move at a hustle. The damage it takes when doing so, however, is lethal damage, not
nonlethal damage. The creature can also be ridden in a forced march, but its Constitution
checks automatically fail, and the damage it takes is lethal damage. Mounts also become
fatigued when they take any damage from hustling or forced marches. See Table: Mounts and
Vehicles for mounted speeds and speeds for vehicles pulled by draft animals. See Carrying
Capacity for more information. If going downstream, add the speed of the current typically 3
miles per hour to the speed of the vehicle. In addition to 10 hours of being rowed, the vehicle
can also float an additional 14 hours, if someone can guide it, adding an additional 42 miles to
the daily distance traveled. If the creature being chased wins, it escapes. If the pursuer wins, it
catches the fleeing creature. Sometimes a chase occurs overland and could last all day, with the
two sides only occasionally getting glimpses of each other at a distance. In the case of a long
chase, an opposed Constitution check made by all parties determines which can keep pace the
longest. If the creature being chased rolls the highest, it gets away. If not, the chaser runs down
its prey, outlasting it with stamina. Few rules are as vital to the success of adventurers than
those pertaining to vision, lighting, and how to break things. Rules for each of these are
explained below. Dwarves and half-orcs have darkvision, but the other races presented in Races
need light to see by. See Table: Light Sources and Illumination for the radius that a light source
illuminates and how long it lasts. The increased entry indicates an area outside the lit radius in
which the light level is increased by one step from darkness to dim light, for example.
Additional illumination level info from PZO In an area of bright light, all characters can see
clearly. Some creatures, such as those with light sensitivity and light blindness, take penalties
while in areas of bright light. Areas of bright light include outside in direct sunshine and inside
the area of a daylight spell. Color and detail are easily determined by most creatures in bright
light, though shiny or reflective surfaces can be difficult to look at. Creatures with light
blindness are blinded when exposed to bright light, and those with light sensitivity are dazzled.
It is impossible for characters in bright light to attempt Stealth checks without cover or

invisibility. Normal light functions just like bright light, but characters with light sensitivity and
light blindness do not take penalties. Areas of normal light include underneath a forest canopy
during the day, within 20 feet of a torch, and inside the area of a light spell. Areas of normal light
might include a glade under a forest canopy during midday, the interior of a room illuminated by
indirect sunlight, and the space within 20 feet of a torch or an object affected by the light spell.
While colors and fine details may not be as vivid in normal light, characters can still see easily
without special forms of vision. In an area of dim light, a character can see somewhat. A
creature within an area of dim light can make a Stealth check to conceal itself. Areas of dim light
include outside at night with a moon in the sky, bright starlight, and the area between 20 and 40
feet from a torch. Areas of dim light include the outdoors on a moonlit night or the light of a
candle in the absence of any other light source. Most sources of normal light cast a radius of
dim light out to double the radius of the normal light. In dim light, creatures have concealment
from those without some ability to see in darkness and can attempt Stealth checks in order to
hide themselves. Some areas of darkness include unlit chambers of a dungeon, most caverns,
and the outdoors on a cloudy, moonless night. Without darkvision or other ability to see in the
dark, creatures in darkness are effectively blind. It is impossible to determine the color of an
object in total darkness, even with darkvision. Creatures with darkvision see the unlit world only
in shades of gray. In areas of darkness, creatures without darkvision are effectively blinded.
Areas of darkness include an unlit dungeon chamber, most caverns, and outside on a cloudy,
moonless night. Characters with low-light vision elves, gnomes, and half-elves can see objects
twice as far away as the given radius. Double the effective radius of bright light, normal light,
and dim light for such characters. Characters with darkvision dwarves and half-orcs can see lit
areas normally as well as dark areas within 60 feet. Smashing a weapon or shield with a
slashing or bludgeoning weapon is accomplished with the sunder combat maneuver see
Combat. Generally, you can smash an object only with a bludgeoning or slashing weapon. An
inanimate object has not only a Dexterity of 0 â€”5 penalty to AC , but also an additional â€”2
penalty to its AC. Hardness : Each object has hardnessâ€”a number that represents how well it
resists damage. When an object is damaged, subtract its hardness from the damage. Objects
that take damage equal to or greater than half their total hit points gain the broken condition.
Energy Attacks : Energy attacks deal half damage to most objects. Some energy types might be
particularly effective against certain objects, subject to GM discretion. For example, fire might
do full damage against parchment, cloth, and other objects that burn easily. Sonic might do full
damage against glass and crystal objects. Ranged Weapon Damage : Objects take half damage
from ranged weapons unless the weapon is a siege engine or something similar. For example, a
bludgeoning weapon cannot be used to damage a rope. Likewise, most melee weapons have
little effect on stone walls and doors, unless they are designed for breaking up stone, such as a
pick or hammer. Immunities : Objects are immune to nonlethal damage and to critical hits. Even
animated objects, which are otherwise considered creatures, have these immunities.
Vulnerability to Certain Attacks : Certain attacks are especially successful against some
objects. Damaged but not destroyed objects can be repaired with the Craft skill and a number of
spells. Saving Throws : Non-magical, unattended items never make saving throws. They are
considered to have failed their saving throws, so they are always fully affected by spells and
other attacks that allow saving throws to resist or negate. Magic items always get saving
throws. An attended magic item either makes saving throws as its owner or uses its own saving
throw bonus, whichever is better. Animated Objects : Animated objects count as creatures for
purposes of determining their Armor Class do not treat them as inanimate objects. When a
character tries to break or burst something with sudden force rather than by dealing damage,
use a Strength check rather than an attack roll and damage roll, as with the sunder special
attack to determine whether he succeeds. If an item has lost half or more of its hit points, the
item gains the broken condition and the DC to break it drops by 2. Divide by 2 for each size
category of the item smaller than Medium, or multiply it by 2 for each size category larger than
Medium. Toggle navigation. Walk : A character can walk without a problem on the local scale.
Very large objects have separate hit point totals for different sections. Patreon Supporters.
Gnoll wild pack. Gnoll hunting party. A creature with no Strength score is likely to be
incorporeal like ghosts. Too weak to move in any way and is unconscious. Lantern archon , bat
, toad. Rat swarm. Grig , monstrous centipede. Hawk , cockatrice , pixie. Quasit , badger. Can
literally pull their own weight. Dog , pony , ghoul. Gnoll , dire badger , baboon. Black pudding,
choker , shark. Centaur , displacer beast, minotaur. Ape, ogre , flesh golem , gorgon. Able to
out-wrestle a work animal or catch a falling person. Rhinoceros , ogre destroyer. Fire giant ,
triceratops , elephant. Continual flame. Dancing lights torches. It consisted of a lander ,
renamed the Carl Sagan Memorial Station , and a lightweight The lander then opened, exposing
the rover which conducted many experiments on the Martian surface. The mission carried a

series of scientific instruments to analyze the Martian atmosphere , climate , and geology and
the composition of its rocks and soil. It was the second project from NASA's Discovery Program
, which promotes the use of low-cost spacecraft and frequent launches under the motto
"cheaper, faster and better" promoted by then-administrator Daniel Goldin. This mission was
the first of a series of missions to Mars that included rovers, and was the first successful lander
since the two Vikings landed on the red planet in Although the Soviet Union successfully sent
rovers to the Moon as part of the Lunokhod program in the s, its attempts to use rovers in its
Mars program failed. In addition to scientific objectives, the Mars Pathfinder mission was also a
"proof-of-concept" for various technologies, such as airbag -mediated touchdown and
automated obstacle avoidance, both later exploited by the Mars Exploration Rover mission. The
Mars Pathfinder was also remarkable for its extremely low cost relative to other robotic space
missions to Mars. The Mars Pathfinder conducted different investigations on the Martian soil
using three scientific instruments. The MET structure included three windsocks mounted at
three heights on a pole, the topmost at about one meter yard and generally registered winds
from the West. The rover also had two black-and-white cameras and a color one. These
instruments could investigate the geology of the Martian surface from just a few millimeters to
many hundreds of meters, the geochemistry and evolutionary history of the rocks and surface,
the magnetic and mechanical properties of the land, as well as the magnetic properties of the
dust, atmosphere and the rotational and orbital dynamics of the planet. Three navigation
cameras were on board the rover: Two black and white 0. It provided images of the APXS's
target area and the rover's tracks on the ground. They all had auto-exposure and capabilities for
handling bad pixels, and the image parameters exposure time, compression used, etc. The
rover could compress the front cameras' images using the block truncation coding BTC
algorithm, but it could only do the same for the back camera's images if the colour information
was discarded. The cameras' optical resolution was sufficient to resolve 0. The landing site was
an ancient flood plain in Mars's northern hemisphere called " Ares Vallis " "the valley of Ares",
the ancient Greek equivalent of the ancient Roman deity Mars and is among the rockiest parts
of Mars. Scientists chose it because they found it to be a relatively safe surface to land on and
one that contained a wide variety of rocks deposited during a catastrophic flood. Mars
Pathfinder entered the Martian atmosphere and landed using an innovative system involving an
entry capsule, a supersonic parachute , followed by solid rockets and large airbags to cushion
the impact. Mars Pathfinder directly entered Mars atmosphere in a retrograde direction from a
hyperbolic trajectory at 6. The lander's on-board computer used redundant on-board
accelerometers to determine the timing of the parachute inflation. Twenty seconds later the
heatshield was pyrotechnically released. When the lander reached 1. This information was used
by the computer to determine the precise timing of the landing events that followed. Once the
lander was m above the ground, airbags were inflated in less than a second using three gas
generators. After 2. The rockets flew up and away with the backshell and parachute they have
since been sighted by orbital images. The first bounce was Once the lander stopped rolling, the
airbags deflated and retracted toward the lander using four winches mounted on the lander
"petals". Designed to right itself from any initial orientation, the lander happened to roll right
side up onto its base petal. The lander had to wait until sunrise to send its first digital signals
and images to Earth. The landing site was located at During Sol 1, the first Martian solar day the
lander spent on the planet, the lander took pictures and made some meteorologic
measurements. Once the data was received, the engineers realized that one of the airbags
hadn't fully deflated and could be a problem for the forthcoming traverse of Sojourner ' s
descent ramp. To solve the problem, they sent commands to the lander to raise one of its petals
and perform additional retraction to flatten the airbag. The procedure was a success and on Sol
2, Sojourner was released, stood up and backed down one of two ramps. The Sojourner rover
exit from the lander occurred on Sol 2, after its landing on July 4, As the next sols progressed it
approached some rocks, which the scientists named " Barnacle Bill ", " Yogi ", and "
Scooby-Doo ", after famous cartoon characters. The rover made measurements of the elements
found in those rocks and in the martian soil, while the lander took pictures of the Sojourner and
the surrounding terrain, in addition to making climate observations. During its 83 sols of
operation, it sent photographs to Earth and analyzed the chemical properties of 16 locations
near the lander. See also Space exploration rovers. The first analysis on a rock started on Sol 3
with Barnacle Bill. It found all the elements except hydrogen , which constitutes just 0. The
APXS works by irradiating rocks and soil samples with alpha particles helium nuclei , which
consist of two protons and two neutrons. The results indicated that "Barnacle Bill" is much like
Earth's andesites , confirming past volcanic activity. The discovery of andesites shows that
some Martian rocks have been remelted and reprocessed. On Earth, andesite forms when
magma sits in pockets of rock while some of the iron and magnesium settle out. Consequently,

the final rock contains less iron and magnesiums and more silica. Volcanic rocks are usually
classified by comparing the relative amount of alkalis Na 2 O and K 2 O with the amount of silica
SiO 2. Andesite is different from the rocks found in meteorites that have come from Mars. Yogi's
shape and texture show that it was probably deposited there by a flood. Another rock, named
Moe, was found to have certain marks on its surface, demonstrating erosion caused by the
wind. Most rocks analyzed showed a high content of silicon. In another region known as Rock
Garden, Sojourner encountered crescent moon-shaped dunes, which are similar to crescentic
dunes on Earth. By the time that final results of the mission were described in a series of
articles in the journal Science December 5, , it was believed that the rock Yogi contained a
coating of dust, but was similar to the rock Barnacle Bill. Calculations suggest that the two
rocks contain mostly the minerals orthopyroxene magnesium-iron silicate , feldspars aluminum
silicates of potassium, sodium, and calcium , and quartz silicon dioxide , with smaller amounts
of magnetite, ilmenite, iron sulfide, and calcium phosphate. The mission was jeopardised by a
concurrent software bug in the lander, [30] which had been found in preflight testing but was
deemed a glitch and therefore given a low priority as it only occurred in certain unanticipated
heavy-load conditions, and the focus was on verifying the entry and landing code. The problem,
which was reproduced and corrected from Earth using a laboratory duplicate thanks to the
logging and debugging functionality enabled in the flight software, was due to computer resets
caused by priority inversion. No scientific or engineering data was lost after a computer reset,
but all the following operations were interrupted until the next day. The lander sent more than 2.
By taking multiple images of the sky at different distances from the Sun, scientists were able to
determine that the size of the particles in the pink haze was about one micrometre in radius. The
color of some soils was similar to that of an iron oxyhydroxide phase which would support the
theory of a warmer and wetter climate in the past. Eventually, all but one of the magnets
developed a coating of dust. Since the weakest magnet did not attract any soil, it was concluded
that the airborne dust did not contain pure magnetite or just one type of maghemite. The dust
probably was an aggregate possibly cemented with ferric oxide Fe 2 O 3. Magnetite was found
in the soil and that the most magnetic part of the soil was dark. Magnetite is very dark. Using
Doppler tracking and two-way ranging , scientists added earlier measurements from the Viking
landers to determine that the non-hydrostatic component of the polar moment of inertia is due
to the Tharsis bulge and that the interior is not melted. Although the mission was planned to
last from a week to a month, the rover operated successfully for almost three months.
Communication failed after October 7, [39] with a final data transmission received from
Pathfinder at UTC on September 27, Mission managers tried to restore full communications
during the following five months, but the mission was terminated on March 10, During the
extended operation a high-resolution stereo panorama of the surrounding terrain was being
made, and the Sojourner rover was to visit a distant ridge, but the panorama was only about
one-third completed and the ridge visit had not begun when communication failed. The
on-board batteryâ€”designed to operate for one monthâ€”may have failed after repeated
charging and discharging. The battery was used to heat the probe's electronics to slightly
above the expected nighttime temperatures on Mars. With the failure of the battery,
colder-than-normal temperatures may have caused vital parts to break, leading to loss of
communications. Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter spotted the Pathfinder lander in January left.
The name Sojourner was chosen for the Mars Pathfinder rover when year old Valerie Ambroise,
of Bridgeport, Connecticut, won a year-long, worldwide competition in which students up to 18
years old were invited to select a heroine and submit an essay about her historical
accomplishments. The students were asked to address in their essays how a planetary rover
named for their heroine would translate these accomplishments to the Martian environment.
Ambroise's winning essay, which suggested naming the rover for the 19th century women's
rights activist Sojourner Truth , was selected from among 3, essays. Other popular suggestions
included explorer and guide Sacajewea and aviator Amelia Earhart. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. First robotic rover to operate on Mars Discovery program. Main article: Sojourner
rover. Further information: Sojourner rover. See also: Comparison of embedded computer
systems on board the Mars rovers. Solar System portal Spaceflight portal. Archived from the
original on February 19, Retrieved February 2, March 19, Archived from the original on
September 19, Retrieved February 21, Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Archived from the original on
January 17, Retrieved June 10, Washington Post. Retrieved November 24, Archived from the
original on November 12, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Retrieved September
30, On Mars: Exploration of the Red Planet Washington, D. Archived from the original on April 8,
Journal of Geophysical Research. Bibcode : JGR Bibcode : Sci Archived from the original on
March 5, Rieder; H. Economou; A. Turkevich Archived from the original on September 20,
Retrieved June 9, Archived from the original on December 11, Retrieved September 5, Retrieved

February 16, March Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets. March 4, Archived from the original PDF
on March 27, Retrieved March 28, Science: Archived from the original on June 3, Bibcode : LPI
Archived from the original on December 29, Archived PDF from the original on March 4,
Archived from the original on March 7, Retrieved July 21, Archived from the original on July 23,
Wind River Systems. June 6, Archived from the original on January 6, Retrieved August 28,
December 15, Archived from the original on June 11, December 16, Archived from the original
on June 12, Archived from the original on January 4, Retrieved October 24, Archived from the
original on April 10, Archived from the original on June 23, Science Science : Archived from the
original on June 21, Archived PDF from the original on May 13, New Scientist. Archived from the
original on April 24, Retrieved September 4, Archived from the original on May 20, Archived
from the original on June 7, Retrieved November 29, Archived from the original on May 27,
Planetary Geology Division Newsletter. Archived from the original â€” Scholar search on June
8, The Martian. New York : Crown Publishers. This article draws heavily on the corresponding
article in the Spanish-language Wikipedia , which was accessed in the version of March 28,
Monographs in Aerospace History, National Geographic , pp. Roberto Mallo. Tomo 5. Mishkin, J.
Morrison, T. Nguyen, H. Stone, B. Cooper and B. New Frontiers program. Solar System
Exploration program. Spacecraft missions to Mars. Curiosity rover Mars Science Laboratory
Tianwen-1 rover awaiting separation from orbiter Perseverance rover Mars Mars Helicopter
Ingenuity Mars Mars 1M No. Missions are ordered by launch date. Crewed flights are indicated
in bold text. Uncatalogued launch failures are listed in italics. Payloads deployed from other
spacecraft are denoted in brackets. Carl Sagan. Contact Book Category. Authority control GND :
Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Use mdy dates from May Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata Wikipedia articles needing
clarification from September Coordinates not on Wikidata Commons category link from
Wikidata Wikipedia articles with GND identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Pathfinder : 85 days Sojourner : 7 days Launch to
last contact : 9 months, 23 days. Cape Canaveral SLC Official insignia of the Mars Pathfinder
mission. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mars Pathfinder. Failed launches Mars 1M
No. GND : Eisenstein Feb 4, Today, Nissan pulled the covers off two more major updates,
including the long-overdue Frontier pickup and the Nissan Pathfinder. The SUV clearly needed
some attention, the outgoing, fourth-generation model in showrooms with relatively few
updates since the model year. Visually, the primary influence was the original, Pathfinder,
according to senior designer Ken Lee. This is no retro model, but those familiar with the old
SUV will likely catch the way the model borrows from details like the chamfered grille and
triangular rear windows. The wheels have been pulled further out to the corners on the new
Pathfinder, with a bit more sculpting to the body sides. Although not really a trail crawler, the
new Pathfinder does have some off-road capabilities. The Pathfinder offers plenty of interior
comfort and significant convenience technology features. Buyers can opt for a Pathfinder also
gets an optional, The Nissan Connect infotainment system can be paired with both Android
Auto and Apple CarPlay, the latter also available in wireless form. With all-wheel drive, the
Pathfinder is a very capable machine. Power comes from a horsepower 3. With pound-feet of
torque, the package is capable of pulling what Nissan claims is a best-in-class 6, pound trailer
load. The Pathfinder will be available in both two- and four-wheel-drive. And drivers will have
the ability to control a variety of vehicle functions â€” including steering boost, throttle
response and shifts â€” thanks to a seven-position Drive and Terrain Mode Selector. Tagged
with: Nissan Pathfinder Nissan showing off newest iteration of Pathfinder ute Nissan unveils
new Pathfinder nissan news thedetroitbureau. Don't miss out! Get Email Alerts. Receive the
latest automotive news in your inbox! Send me emails. Per Post. Give it a try. You can
unsubscribe at any time. Thanks for subscribing! Please check your email for further
instructions. Pin It on Pinterest. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience
on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. We
promise not to spam you. San Diego home prices end year up 13 percent. San Diego just
misses resumption of high school youth sports Friday. San Diego Unified sets April 12 target
date for reopening schools. Date is contingent on school staff getting access to both vaccine
doses and on county getting out of purple tier. Tiger Woods seriously injured in California car
crash. National Entertainment. Beat poet, publisher Lawrence Ferlinghetti dies at Poet,
publisher and bookseller Lawrence Ferlinghetti has died in San Francisco at age Public Safety.
Fire damages motorhome in Chula Vista. The motorhome was parked behind a building on Main
Street near Fourth Avenue. Basics remain scarce in some parts of Texas, and many already
battered the coronavirus now face a costly recovery. What you need to know before you fly this
summer. Travel by plane will be different this year, involving rules, regulations and

requirements you might not have encountered before. Here is what to expect. Nissan is
recalling more than , Pathfinder SUVs worldwide, some for a second time, because the brake
lights can stay on all the time. The recall covers certain Pathfinders from the through model
years. The automaker says a stop lamp relay can get stuck in the on position. The problem can
limit engine power and let drivers shift out of park or start the engine without a foot on the brake
pedal. The and models were first recalled in The latest recall has a new repair and adds the
model year. Dealers will inspect and reposition the switch if necessary starting in March. They
also will replace a brake light relay, according to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
documents posted Thursday. You may occasionally receive promotional content from the San
Diego Union-Tribune. National Business. How major US stock indexes fared Tuesday. A late
burst of buying erased much of an early slide on Wall Street Tuesday. Closing prices for crude
oil, gold and other commodities. Closing prices for crude oil, gold and other commodities, and
foreign exchange levels. Grains higher, livestock mixed. Wheat for Mar. Real Estate. About Us.
Community papers. Games, Puzzles, and Crossword. Privacy and Terms. Business San Diego
home prices end year up 13 percent. Health San Diego just misses resumption of high school
youth sports Friday. More Coverage Petco Park vaccine superstation to reopen Tuesday.
Education San Diego Unified sets April 12 target date for reopening schools. California Tiger
Woods seriously injured in California car crash. National Entertainment Beat poet, publisher
Lawrence Ferlinghetti dies at Public Safety Fire damages motorhome in Chula Vista. Travel
What you need to know before you fly this summer. Facebook Twitter Show more sharing
options Share Close extra sharing options. Associated Press. Enter email address. Show
Comments. Support our journalism Submit a story tip Report a problem with this story. More in
this section. National Business Closing prices for crude oil, gold and other commodities.
National Business Grains higher, livestock mixed. Load More. Please report all errors and bugs.
Time Commitment -- As much as we love to role-play, an honest assessment of time
commitments is essential. Mark or unmark class skills as appropriate for classes and their
variants. You are on your honor. Please choose the combat equipment that you want to bring.
Clerics: Check this box to allow you to use your sect's favorite weapon s. Equipment:
Projectiles : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Arrows 20 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Crossbow bolts 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 Sling bullets 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Bullets 20 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Sling bullets 10 0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Throwing daggers Adventuring gear Backpack Barrel Basket Bedroll Bell 0 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Blanket, winter Block and tackle Bottle Bucket Caltrops Candle. Alchemist's lab
Artisan's tools Climber's kit Disguise kit Healer's kit Holly and mistletoe Holy symbol, wooden
Holy symbol, silver Hourglass Magnifying glass Musical instrument Scale, merchant's Spell
component pouch 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Spellbook Thieves' tools 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Tool
miscellaneous. Additional equipment For some browsers, the best way to save this character
sheet is to select "print" and save in. If nothing happens when you press this button, your
computer probably has an anti-popup program interfering. If a new screen pops up that shows
"about:blank" on the address line, but nothing else appears, then you have uncovered a bug.
No texting or chat messages, please. Ordinary e-mails are welcome. If you can, turn the
javascript error messages on for your browser. If you have received any error messages, please
let me know what each one said, including any line numbers. I should be able to make the
corrections, and will thank you. I hope you have found this helpful and that you enjoy
"Pathfinder. Asperger Syndrome. As a kid, you were a "little professor. Failing the same wisdom
check can render you unemployable and friendless. Click here for some good guidance. It also
helps to choose a strength or endurance sport that requires little coordination build yourself up;
I'm an endurance swimmer , to say only nice things, to remember that relationships are more
important than being right, and to work hard to be extra kind to everyone around you. Paizo
Compatibility License -- thank you! Paizo Community Use Policy -- thank you! Lawful Good.
Neutral Good. Chaotic Good. Lawful Neutral. True Neutral. Chaotic Neutral. Lawful Evil. Neutral
Evil. Chaotic Evil. Add to Total Hit Points: 0. Add to Total Skill Points: 0. Prestige Class Name of
your class:. None Bard Sorcerer Wizard. None Cleric Druid Paladin Ranger. In "Pathfinder", for
multi-class characters, a class skill for any is a class skill for all, and prestige class skills are
those of the previous classes. Agile Maneuvers. Alignment Channel. Animal Affinity. Arcane
Strike. Augment Summoning. Catch Off Guard. Channel Smite. Combat Casting. Command
Undead. Deadly Aim. Defensive Combat Training. Deft Hands. Elemental Channel. Eschew
Materials. Exotic Weapon Proficiency. Improved Channel. Improved Counterspell. Improved
Familiar. Improved Initiative. Improvised Weapon Mastery. Intimidating Prowess. Magical
Aptitude. Martial Weapon Proficiency. Master Craftsman. Natural Spell. Quick Draw. Rapid
Reload. Selective Channeling. Simple Weapon Proficiency. Step Up. Strike Back. Throw
Anything. Turn Undead. Weapon Finesse. Combat Reflexes Stand Still. Disruptive Spellbreaker.
Endurance Die Hard. Great Fortitude Improved Great Fortitude. Iron Will Improved Iron Will.

Lightning Reflexes Improved Lightning Reflexes. Nimble Moves Acrobatic Steps. Spell
Penetration Greater Spell Penetration. Decipher Script. Disable Device. Escape Artist. Handle
Animal. Knowledge Arcana. Knowledge Engineering. Knowledge Dungeoneering. Knowledge
Geography. Knowledge History. Knowledge Local. Knowledge Nature. Knowledge Nobility.
Knowledge The Planes. Knowledge Religion. Sense Motive. Sleight of Hand. Use Magic Device.
Projectiles : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Arrows 20 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Crossbow bolts 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 Sling bullets 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Bullets 20 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Sling bullets 10 0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Throwing daggers Adventuring gear Backpack Barrel Basket Bedroll Bell 0 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Blanket, winter Block and tackle Bottle Bucket Caltrops Candle. Canvas sq. Tool
and skill kits : Alchemist's lab Artisan's tools Climber's kit Disguise kit Healer's kit Holly and
mistletoe Holy symbol, wooden Holy symbol, silver Hourglass Magnifying glass Musical
instrument Scale, merchant's Spell component pouch 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Spellbook Thieves'
tools 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Tool miscellaneous. Character Name:. Animal companion Species:. If
you can't find the answers you're looking for here, head over to our Rules Questions forum!
Updated Terminology Several ability names changed slightly between the Pathfinder Playtest
and the final Pathfinder Core Rulebook , and while we tried to catch them all, we missed a few.
Make the changes as noted below. Page s and location, followed by change. Page Add to
sidebar: Clan Dagger You get one clan dagger of your clan for free, as it was given to you at
birth. Selling this clan dagger is a terrible taboo and earns you the disdain of other dwarves.
Page Gnome Weapon Familiarity grants access to kukris as well as all uncommon gnome
weapons. Page 52 and Halfling and Orc Weapon Familiarity has the wrong language for how to
treat weapons with the halfling or orc trait; all ancestries with Weapon Familiarity should only
treat the weapons as a different category for the purpose of determining proficiency. Page
Humans are supposed to have one more language. Any class feature that improves the
proficiency rank or grants the critical specialization effect access for simple weapons or a
specific set of weapons, that ability also grants that benefit for unarmed attacks. All three of
these abilities grant a two-tier benefit on a failed saving throw of the specified type, but as
always no ability will ever change your degree of success by more than one step. In the
Mutagenist section, remove the second paragraph, which provides an obsolete benefit. Replace
it with the following free action. You experience a brief resurgence of a mutagen. You gain the
effects of that mutagen for 1 minute. Page The barbarian's Dragon Transformation class feat
uses your class DC for the breath weapon at 16th and at 18th levels, rather than the DC listed
for 18th level. Page Remove the Requirement in the bard's Effortless Concentration to match all
the other Effortless Concentration feats. Select one weapon or handwraps of mighty blows
when you make your daily preparations. In your hands, the item gains the effect of a property
rune. Page Blade of Justice should not be limited to paladins only. Remove the paladin
prerequisite from Blade of Justice, and the last sentence becomes "Whether or not the target is
evil, you can convert all the physical damage from the attack into good damage, and if you are a
paladin, the Strike applies all effects that normally apply on a Retributive Strike such as divine
smite. Page Deadly Simplicity had a benefit for unarmed attack favored weapons, but such
clerics did not actually qualify. Change the prerequisites to add unarmed attacks. Several
classes were accidentally missing an important limitation for 10th level spells. Page Emblazon
Antimagic has the wrong counteract level. Change it to "your counteract level is equal to half
your level, rounded up". Remove it. Page In Table 3â€” Druid Spells per Day, change the
Cantrips entry at each level from 4 to 5, just like other spellcasters. This benefit is perpetual.
Page In Plant Shape, the level of the plant form spell if you don't have Wild Shape wasn't clear.
It should say it's " heightened to the same level as your highest druid spell slot". Page
Hierophant's Power wasn't supposed to have the prerequisite of legendary in Nature; it's a
holdover from the playtest. Remove the prerequisite. Page The adjustment to the Aid reaction
after the playtest caused Assisting Shot not to do anything. Replace it with this version. With a
quick shot, you interfere with a foe in combat. Make a Strike with a ranged weapon. Page In the
fighter's Incredible Ricochet class feat, the narrative of the feat involves using the first shot to
help target the next shot. Page Determination has the wrong counteract level. Page Sleeper
Hold shouldn't have the attack trait, meaning it doesn't apply or increase your multiple attack
penalty. Page Change the action glyph for the monk's Stance Savant class feat to [free-action]
instead of [reaction]. Page Master of Many Styles lists "Your turn begins" as a requirement, but
it should be a trigger. Change it to a trigger. Page Change the action glyph for the ranger's
Disrupt Prey class feat to [reaction] instead of [free-action]. Page In the rogue's Minor Magic
class feat, add the following sentence. Page In the rogue's Poison Weapon class feat, if you're
already holding the poison, you shouldn't need a free hand. Page Blank Slate, like a few other
entries, was still erroneously running on a level 1 to 20 scale for counteract levels. Your
proficiency rank for Will saves increase to master. When you roll a success at a Will save, you

get a critical success instead. Page Remove the arcane trait from Greater Mental Evolution and
the divine trait from Greater Vital Evolution, both sorcerer class feats. Pages and Wizards gain
their first class feat at 2nd level, like other spellcasters. Page Familiars' level wasn't explicit.
Add "A familiar has the same level you do. Add "It can't make Strikes" to the beginning of the
third sentence. Spellcasting Dedication Feats pages , , , and : In the spellcasting dedication
feats, you can prepare or add to your repertoire common cantrips of your spellcasting tradition,
whether from this book or other cantrips of that tradition you learn or discover. Page Clarifying
the general rule on repeated skill training that gives you a replacement skill, add at the end of
the second paragraph "though if the skill is a Lore skill, the new skill must also be a Lore skill".
Page In Grapple, the restrained condition doesn't technically also make a creature grabbed, so
to make it clear, in the requirements of the action and at the end of the first paragraph about not
needing a hand if you're already grabbing someone, change "grabbed" to "grabbed or
restrained". See the errata for page Page Add "Drop Prone" to the list of basic commands you
can tell your animal friend to lie down. Update: We will be updating the tools revamp to indicate
that worn healer's tools along with other tool kits take only one hand to use, as you don't have
to hold the whole kit in your other hand, just pull out the things you need. What this means for
Battle Medicine is that you only need one free hand to perform it with worn healer's tools, you
don't need both hands. Page Bonded Animal didn't explain the logistics of bonding the animal
directly, leading a small number of people to be unsure that it was necessary to locate and
interact with the animal to bond with it. To make it explicit, change the second sentence to "You
can spend 7 days of downtime regularly interacting with a normal animal â€¦ that is friendly or
helpful to you. Page The Cloud Jump feat referred to exceeding a "limit" without spelling out
exactly which limit. It's supposed to be the limit of not being able to Leap farther than your
Speed. To make it clear, change the second paragraph to read "You can jump a distance greater
than your Speed by spending additional actions when you Long Jump or High Jump. For each
additional action spent, add your Speed to the limit on how far you can Leap. If you spent
another action, the limit based on your Speed would raise from 40 feet to 80 feet, so you would
jump 75 feet. Page The Connections feat requires a great deal of improvisation and adjudication
on the part of a GM, more in line with an option that has uncommon rarity due to the narrative
load. Because of this, change the feat's rarity to uncommon. Page Dubious Knowledge's effect
should only happen on a failure, not a critical failure. Change the effect to explicitly state it
doesn't occur on a critical failure. Page Because the word "action" could have broad or narrow
scopes, it wasn't clear exactly when you could use the Unified Theory feat to substitute Arcana
for the other magical skills. Page We've simplified the way we're handling characters carrying
their gear so that you can define all your carried items in one of three categories. Replace the
carrying and using items section with this text: "A character carries items in three ways: held,
worn, and stowed. Held items are in your hands; a character typically has two hands, allowing
them to hold an item in each hand or a single two-handed item using both hands. Worn items
are tucked into pockets, belt pouches, bandoliers, weapon sheaths, and so forth, and they can
be retrieved and returned relatively quickly. Stowed items are in a backpack or a similar
container, and they are more difficult to access. For example, drinking a potion worn at your
belt requires using an Interact action to draw it and then using a second action to drink it as
described in its Activate entry page This change also removes several sorts of "container"
items from the tables on , as they are no longer tracked separately from the items they store.
These are: bandolier, belt pouch, satchel, scroll case, sheath, vial. This allows you to draw and
replace the tools as part of the action that uses them. You can wear up to 2 Bulk of tools in this
manner; tools beyond this limit must be stowed or drawn with an Interact action to use. Update:
Worn tools should only take 1 hand to use, as you only draw the things you need from the kit
and not the entire kit. This has been marked for future errata. Page In critical hits, "When you
make an attack and roll a natural Replace the first section with "When you make an attack and
succeed with a natural 20" so that's it's clear the natural 20 must succeed based on the total
result in order to get a critical success. In the definition of the Parry weapon trait, change
"spend an Interact action" to "spend a single action" to make it so setting up a parry doesn't
trigger Attacks of Opportunity or similar reactions. In the definition for the unarmed weapon
trait, the sentence "a fist or other grasping appendage follows the same rules as a free-hand
weapon" was worded in such a way it confused a few people, who thought that meant those
unarmed attacks were weapons, despite statements to the contrary on page To make it clear,
change that section to read "a fist or other grasping appendage generally works like a free-hand
weapon". Page In Critical Specialization Effects, it uses the generic term attack but should
specifically refer to Strikes. In the first sentence, change "when you make an attack with certain
weapons" to "when you make a Strike with certain weapons". Page Due to other changes
particularly the adventurer's pack, which was in all of the kits , the Bulk and cost of all of the

class kits have changed. All kits are included in full in this entry so you don't have to
cross-reference two places to use them. Options longbow and 20 arrows 6 gp, 2 sp , longsword
and steel shield 3 gp , 2 shortswords 1gp, 8 sp , snare kit 5 gp. Page In Table 6â€” Magical Gear,
change the Price of the minor healing potion from 3 gp to 4 gp. It was correct in the main entry
on page Page The text on cantrips was confusing and implied that they might use spell slots,
even though they don't. Change the second to last sentence in the first paragraph to "If you're a
prepared spellcaster, you can prepare a specific number of cantrips each day. You can't prepare
a cantrip in a spell slot. Page In the Component Substitutions sidebar, replace the second
paragraph with the following to avoid implying changes to action traits. You can usually also
play an instrument for spells requiring verbal components, instead of speaking. Also add a final
one-sentence paragraph covering innate spells "Any character casting an innate spell can
replace any material component with a somatic component. Pages and Damaging spells and
items meant to harm PCs do way too much damage for your gear to survive if it could be
targeted, so such spells almost never are supposed to be able to damage objects. A few target
lines slipped by with "creatures or objects. Limit hydraulic push to "creatures and unattended
objects. Page and In antimagic field and storm lord , you can't exclude yourself from the
emanation as you can for many other emanations, so change the area to explicitly states "which
affects you. Pages and In the success entries for charm page and charming touch page ,
replace references to Identify Magic with a reference to the Identifying Spells section on page
Page , , Add the attack trait to disintegrate, polar ray, and tanglefoot. Page , , , Several sustained
spells are meant to provide once per turn benefits when they are sustained, not be used
multiple times per turn. In flaming spher e, implosion , unfathomable song, impaling briars, and
storm lord add "the first time you Sustain this Spell each round". Page Once flesh to stone has
completely petrified you, the spell ends but you still remain petrified, meaning you can't remove
the effects with dispel magic or similar abilities that counteract active spells; you need stone to
flesh. Change the last two sentences of the failure condition to read "When a creature is unable
to act due to the slowed condition from flesh to stone, the creature is permanently
non-magically petrified. The spell ends if the creature is petrified or the slowed condition is
removed. Page Even if you aren't a humanoid, you too can be a hero. In heroism , remove
"humanoid" from the targets line so it just reads "1 creature". Page Illusory disguise , a
Perception check to disbelieve just happens, it isn't a free action, so change "attempt a
Perception check to disbelieve the spell as a free action" to read "attempt an immediate
Perception check to disbelieve the spell. Page Some corner cases in magic fang and magic
weapon. Page Polar ray left out what happened on a critical hit with your spell attack roll. It
should double the damage but not the drained value on a critical hit. Page Purple worm sting
used to have both a spell attack roll and a Fortitude save, but in changing to only a save, some
of the damage is now automatic and should be reduced. Reduce the piercing damage
automatically taken from the spell to 3d6. Page The regenerate spell had an incorrect interaction
with the doomed condition that would cause a doomed character to still die while regenerating.
To handle that, instead of preventing a creature from progressing to dying 3, change it to "its
dying condition can't increase to a value that would kill it this stops most creatures from going
beyond dying 3. Page In spiritual weapon , you might not have a deity, particularly if you're an
occult caster, so change it to manifest a "a club, a dagger, or your deity's favored weapon. Page
Telekinetic haul should work only on unattended objects, not objects in creatures' possessions.
Page In tangling creepers , instead of having the creepers make an unarmed attack using your
spell attack modifier, change it to just say "Make a melee spell attack roll against the target.
Page In true target , the way the spell used its targets was confusing, and it wasn't clear it
applied to more attacks. There are several changes to make this clear; here is the final text with
changes in bold:. You delve into the possible futures of the next few seconds to understand all
the ways your foe might avoid harm, then cast out a vision of that future to your allies.
Designate a creature. The attacker also ignores circumstance penalties to the attack roll and
any flat check required due to the designated creature being concealed or hidden. Page In
visions of danger , there's no description of what the Will save does, other than the critical
success allowing you to disbelieve. It should be a basic Will save against the mental damage.
Page In charming touch , remove "humanoid" from the target line so you can charm any kind of
creature that could find you attractive. Page In healer's blessing , boost the additional healing
from the base spell from 1 to 2. You imbue the target berry with the bounty of nature, turning it
into a goodberry that can heal and sustain far beyond its normal capacity. A berry not
consumed during the duration withers away. Every six goodberries consumed gives as much
nourishment as one square meal for a typical human. A creature can consume any number of
goodberries from the same casting with a single Interact action. Page Angelic halo should scale
based on the level of the heal spell, not based on angelic halo's level. Page Attack Rolls. There

was some confusion as to whether skill checks with the attack trait such as Grapple or Trip are
also attack rolls at the same time. They are not. An attack is any check that has the attack trait.
It applies and increases the multiple attack penalty. An attack roll is one of the core types of
checks in the game along with saving throws, skill checks, and Perception checks. They are
used for Strikes and spell attacks, and traditionally target Armor Class. Some skill actions have
the attack trait , specifically Athletics actions such as Grapple and Trip. You still make a skill
check with these skills, not an attack roll. The multiple attack penalty applies on those skill
actions as well. As it says later on in the definition of attack roll "Striking multiple times in a
turn has diminishing returns. The multiple attack penalty detailed on page applies to each attack
after the first, whether those attacks are Strikes, special attacks like the Grapple action of the
Athletics skill, or spell attack rolls. Page Weaknesses like "salt" and "water" weren't fully
explained. Page and In Nonlethal Attacks, nonlethal effects other than Strikes weren't explained
directly, so at the end add "Spells and other effects with the nonlethal trait that reduce a
creature to 0 Hit Points knock the creature out instead of killing them" On page , add the
nonlethal trait "An effect with this trait is nonlethal. Damage from a nonlethal effect knocks a
creature out rather than killing it. Page In the Emanation section, add the following sentence to
the end. Page Under Heroic Recovery, replace the first sentence with the following to align with
other places in the text that discuss spending Hero Points. You lose the dying condition entirely
and stabilize with 0 Hit Points. Some abilities grant fast healing, and some creatures have
regeneration. A creature with either ability regains the listed amount of Hit Points each round at
the beginning of its turn. A creature with regeneration has additional benefits. If it takes damage
of a type listed in the regeneration entry, its regeneration deactivates until the end of its next
turn, including against the triggering damage. Page Retraining. It wasn't clear how long it took
to retrain spells in a spell repertoire, but it should take just 1 week. Add ". Some, like changing a
spell in your spell repertoire, take a week. Page Disabling a Hazard. How to run disabling a
hazard with skills other than Thievery wasn't completely clear. Add "Like using Disable a
Device, using these skills to disable a trap is a 2-action activity with the same degrees of
success, though the activity might have different traits determined by the GM. Page Craft
Requirements. Add text about upgrading an item from a lower-level version into a higher-level
version. Page and Shadow and slick runes. Page The example in the splash trait is confusing.
Replace it with this clearer version of the example "For example, if you throw a lesser acid flask
and hit your target, that creature takes 1 acid damage, 1d6 persistent acid damage, and 1 acid
splash damage. All other creatures within 5 feet of it take 1 acid splash damage. On a critical hit,
the target takes 2 acid damage and 2d6 persistent acid damage, but the splash damage is still 1.
If you miss, the target and all creatures within 5 feet take only 1 splash damage. If you critically
fail, no one takes any damage. Page Under the Mutagens heading, to explain how to handle the
counteracting between mutagens, add the following sentence to the end of the second
paragraph. Page Quicksilver mutagen's "ranged attack rolls" was meant to apply to ranged
weapon attack rolls and ranged unarmed attack rolls, but it makes sense to apply to
Dexterity-based melee attack rolls using finesse. Change "ranged attack rolls" to
"Dexterity-based attack rolls. Pages â€” Injury poisons should require 2 actions to apply rather
than 3, allowing you to draw a poison and apply it to a weapon on the same turn. Page Deathcap
powder should be held in 1 hand, like other ingested poisons, not held in 2 hands. Page In the
decanter of endless water , add a usage entry of 2 hands and a Bulk entry of L. Page
Arrow-catching shield. This shield had a built in usage frequency based on being fairly fragile
that worked in the playtest rules for shields, but switching from dents to HP, the shield became
too easily destroyed and needs to offer more protection. Increase the basic shield statistics to
Hardness 10, HP 60, BT 30 and add a frequency of once per minute on the activation. Page
Forge warden's durability is too low. In preparing a staff, change the second sentence to "When
you do so, that staff gains a number of charges equal to the level of your highest spell slot.
Finally, in attacking with a staff, add "Staves are also staff weapons page They can be etched
with fundamental runes but not property runes. Page Greater staff of necromancy has
enervation , a spell that's in Advanced Player's Guide instead of this book. Replace it with a 4th
level vampiric touch. Page Wands become broken when you overcharge them and succeed at
the flat check, and you need to know their statistics to Repair them. While they use the normal
statistics for a thin item of their composition, it makes sense to call that out. Page In the entry
for greater storm flash , add a spell DC of 38 to the end of the last sentence, as the greater form
of an item should increase the DC to a competitive one for its level. Page Healer's gloves'
activation was unclear as to whether it was a healing effect. This is a positive healing effect.
Page , , and In the definition of fatigued, the intention is that it prevents the exploration tactics
you take while traveling or exploring an area, but you can still stop and Refocus, Treat Wounds,
and so on. Page The prone condition said you could Take Cover to gain cover against ranged

attacks, but it should say you gain Greater Cover. When combined with still being flat-footed, it
allows you to hunker down for a net of 2 more AC against ranged attacks. Page Persistent
damage sidebar. Clarifying Assisted Recovery, at the end of the first paragraph, change the last
sentence to "This allows you to attempt an extra flat check immediately, but only once per
round. Page Alchemists should have proficiency in medium armor to make things easier for
mutagenists who pursue higher Strength and lower Dexterity. Add training in medium armor to
their initial proficiencies as well as to their 13th and 19th level armor expertise and mastery
class features. Page Alchemist DC scaling is highly dependent on the feat Powerful Alchemy, so
we decided to make it an automatic class feature instead to free up more feats. Add powerful
alchemy to the class features at 5th level, and remove it from the list of alchemist class feats.
Page Alchemists at low levels don't have enough reagents to make more than a very small
number of items, whereas at higher levels they can make significantly more. To help make those
reagents last longer at 1st through 4th levels, add a limited version of the Field Discovery class
feature at 1st level. When using a batch of infused reagents to create your signature items using
advanced alchemy, you create three items instead of two. Each time you gain a level, you can
swap one of your signature items with another formula in your formula book. Page Alchemical
Alacrity lets you make three alchemical items, but you can't hold all three, so it's unclear what
happens to the third one. Add to the end "and you automatically stow one of these new items as
you create them. Page Raging Athlete. The wording has been adjusted to prevent unintended
interactions with other abilities while keeping the same benefits. Your distance for a vertical
Leap increases to 5 feet vertically, and your distance for a horizontal Leap increases to 15 feet if
your Speed is at least 15 feet and to 20 feet if your Speed is at least 30 feet. Page Sudden Leap
is missing the two-action icon from the fighter version, leaving the action cost unstated. Add in
the two action icon. Pages Various bard feats shouldn't have the "focus pool" prerequisite. If
you somehow take them without a focus pool typically via multiclassing , you gain a focus pool,
as normal for taking your first feat that grants a focus spell. This wording change makes it clear
how to handle situations where you have a cantrip or focus spell at a different spell level than
your highest spell slot. This removes the ambiguities around the cantrip level of a
non-spellcaster vs a multiclass spellcaster. This makes it clear what to do if you are a
spellcaster multiclassing in another spellcasting class or potentially multiclassing in multiple
spellcasting classes. Page In curses, add "Effects with this trait can be removed only by effects
that specifically target curses. Pages , , In feeblemind, celestial brand, and jealous hex, make it
clear that they are applying a curse. Page Add the olfactory trait from the Bestiary to the
Glossary and Index "An olfactory effect can affect only creatures that can smell it. This applies
only to olfactory parts of the effect, as determined by the GM. Pages â€” In the definitions of the
chaotic, evil, good, and lawful traits, remove the last sentence. Page In the definition of the
summoned trait, add this section to deal with summoned creatures creating more creatures
without using summoning "A summoned creature can't control any spawn or other creatures
generated from it, and such creatures return to their unaltered state usually a corpse in the case
of spawn once the summoned creature is gone. If it's unclear what this state would be, the GM
decides. You can block paizo. More information can be found in our Privacy Policy. Found 0
matches for "". Clear filter. Pathfinder Core Rulebook Errata. Changes to All Classes for
Unarmed Attack Proficiency and Benefits Any class feature that improves the proficiency rank
or grants the critical specialization effect access for simple weapons
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or a specific set of weapons, that ability also grants that benefit for unarmed attacks. Changes
to the Greater Juggernaut, Greater Resolve, Improved Evasion, and Third Path to Perfection
class features All three of these abilities grant a two-tier benefit on a failed saving throw of the
specified type, but as always no ability will ever change your degree of success by more than
one step. Mutagenic Flashback [free-action] Alchemist, Manipulate Frequency once per day You
experience a brief resurgence of a mutagen. Page Add tenets of good to the Prerequisites of
Smite Evil. We accidentally omitted it. Held, Worn, and Stowed Items Page We've simplified the
way we're handling characters carrying their gear so that you can define all your carried items
in one of three categories. Page Weapon traits. Page Change the price of the the adventurer's
pack to 15 sp and the bedroll to 2 cp. Page Replace the existing goodberry focus spell with the
following. Pathfinder Core Rulebook Errata Part 2.

